
































260 J. A. Ruffner

Plate 1. Propositiones de Cometis, U.L.C. manuscript Add 3965.14 fol. 613r, published by per-
mission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library



Newton’s Propositions on Comets: Steps in Transition, 1681–84 263

16. Cometam infra sphaeram (18)Mercurij descendisse. Probatur a longitudine caudae.
Item a quantitate lucis pro ratione distantiae caudae (19) a sole. Item a parallaxi
motus annui terrae.

Translation [Propositions on comets]

1. Comets are higher than the moon.
2. The matter of the heavens is fluid.
3. The matter of the heavens revolves around the center of the cosmic system in the
direction of the courses of the planets.

4. According to the most ancient philosophy of Aristarchus of Samos, restored by
Copernicus, the sun is the center of the cosmic system, and the earth is a planet.

5. There is gravitation toward the centers of the sun and each of the planets, and that
toward the center of the sun is far greater.

6. That gravitation in things diminishes in duplicate ratio to the distance from the
center of the sun or a planet as they recede from the surface of the sun or planet.

7. Themotion of a comet is accelerated until it is in perhelion and retarded afterwards.
8. A comet does not travel in a straight line but in some curve the maximum curvature
of which is at the minimum distance from the sun, the concave part faces the sun,
and the plane passes through the sun, and the sun is in its near focus.

9. The angular motion of a comet around the sun is very nearly reciprocal to the
distance from the sun. Whence the motion would be uniform only if performed in
a straight line.

[X.] That curve is an oval if the comet returns in an orbit, if not [the curve] is nearly a
hyperbola.

12. The tail of a comet is not produced by rays coming in curved lines to us from the
head of a comet.

13. [The tail is] produced by rays coming in straight lines to us from those places where
the tail is seen.

14. There is some matter different from the rest of the matter in the heavens, in those
places where the tail is seen.

15. That matter stretches far out into the regions more or less opposite to the sun. - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - certainly a straight line drawn from the sun to the end
of the tail passes through the place the comet left behind two or three or perhaps
more days before.

16. The comet descended below the sphere of Mercury. This is proved from the lon-
gitude of the tail. The same [point is proved] from the quantity of light by reason
of the distance of the tail from the sun. The same from the parallax of the earth’s
annual motion.

Tell tale tails

The topics are examined in reverse order to approximate the probable sequence of
discovery or fomulation. Proposition 16 can refer only to the comet of 1680/1. The































































Principal Results from the Registered Version 
De Motu Corporum in Gyrum 

 
 

¾ A sufficient  condition  for  Kepler’s  area  rule  to  hold  
exactly 
 

¾ A  necessary  and  sufficient  condition  for  Kepler’s  3/2  
power rule to hold exactly for multiple bodies moving 
uniformly in concentric circles 

 
¾ A necessary condition for bodies to be moving exactly in 

ellipses in which all departures from uniform motion in a 
straight line are directed toward a focus of the ellipse 

 
¾ A  sufficient  condition  for  Kepler’s  3/2  power  rule to hold 

exactly for multiple bodies moving in confocal ellipses 
 
¾ A solution for the motion of a projectile along a conic-

section trajectory under a 1/r2 centripetal force that in 
principle can be applied even to comets 

 
¾ A solution for vertical fall under a 1/r2 centripetal force 

that allows the difference between this rule and uniform 
acceleration in free fall to be determined 

 
¾ A solution for Galilean motion under resistance forces 

that vary linearly with velocity which, in principle, allows 
the  differences  between  Galileo’s  solutions  for  free  fall  
and projectile motion and the corresponding motions in 
resisting media to be calculated 
 

 

So what?   
 

What conclusions about the actual world do these 
results enable anyone to draw that could not have 
been drawn before them? 


